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ABS TRACT

A method of self - consistent fields is us ed to study the equilibrium

configurations of a systezn of self-gravitating scalar bosons or spin 2 fermi-

ons in the ground state without using the traditional perfect fluid approxUlla

tion or equation of state. The many particle system is described by a second

quantized free field which in the boson case satisfies the Klein-Gordon equa-

tion in general 'r	«elativity V V01 ^	µ 2 ^, anal in the fermion case the Dirac

equation: in general. relativity Ya V 	= µT , where µ mc/h . The coef-

ficients of the metric g 	determined by . the Einstein equations with a

source term given by the mean value, < T r I ^' >, of the energy momentum

tensor operator constructed from the s cal.a.r or the spinor field. The state

vector <	corresponds to the ground state of the system of many particles

In both cases, for completeness, a nonrelativistic Newtonian approxirn.ati:on is

developed and the corrections due to special and general relativity- 'explicit:ly

pointed out.

For. N bosons, both in the .region of validity of the Newtonian treatment

(density from 10-80g 
cars.^3 to 1054g cm 3 and number of particles from 10 to 1040)

as well as in the relativistic region (density , 10 54g cin- 3, nua.nber of partic les 1040)

we obtain re sults completely different from those of a traditional fluid analysis,

` The energy rno3ZZentum tensor is anisotropic. A. critical mass is found for'a
r

system of N ^ (Planck mass/rn)2 1040 (for m ^-^ 10
.. 

25 g) self -gravitating bosons

in. the ground, st-ate, above which mass gr. avitational collaps e occurs
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k'or N femions, the binding energy of typical particles .is

2 5 4/3 -2	 2	 3	57G m N	h	and reaches a value me for N , NCiit (Planclz .mass/m)	10

(for m 10
-24 gr, ilnplyin:g mass N 10 33gr, radius ,_, 10 6 cxn, density 105g/cm3).

a

For densities of this ord .,-.r of magnitude and greater we have given the full self con -

d:	sistent relativistic treatment. It showt, that the concept of an equation of state makes

sense only up to 1042 g/cm and it confirms the Oppenheimer--Volkoff treat-

ment i.n extremely good approximation. There exists a, gravitational span-orbit

couplhig but its magnitude is generally negligible

The problem of an elementary scalar particle hel.d together only by its

gr vita" t:iorzal field is meaningless in this conte..)^t,
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I. INTRODUCTION

1	
y	degenerate

Chandrasekhar and Landau were the first to point out that a system in its/

stage, composed of a critical number of particles, will nece.ssarily'undergo

gravitational collapse. In the intervening years many questions have been

raised and much new has been learned about gravitational collapse. Among

the questions that constantly recur none are asked more -' frequentl.y tli-a^il t:liese:

"(i.) What does one really know about the equations of state of matter at supra-

nuclear density? (ii.) What right does one have to use an equation of state at

all? The first gi.zestion will not be treated here and for good reasons: one

knows the equations of state of "Catalysed" matter with sufficient: accuracy

'from every day density u	 143p to the density N 10 g/cm . of.nucl.ear matter, and

one has an argument from causality (.speed of sound < speed of light) that no

allowable modifications of the equations of s • ta.te at supra.nuclear densities

can change the -critical mass by more than a. factor of the order of: two away

from an estimated figure M — M = 2 A 1033gr.
O

We focus here on the second question: can one discuss stability- against

gravitational collapse without mentioning an equation of state at all? Sir; A.

4;
EJddingt:on	raised questions; about the possibility o f using an equation of

taste at - ll and also purported to derive an e quation of state quite different

inthe r elativistic domain from Chandra. sekhar's standard equations of state

for a degenerate ideal F`erxrd gas Today one takes seriously Henn of his

•	results but only his motivation. He sought some escape from the concept

of the critical mass, made so vivid by the f:ir s  detailed- calculation of the



critical mass by Chandrasekhar.
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617
Happily in the same period Dirac, S

starting from first principles and employing the Ilartree -Fock model of the

atom., showed for the first time how to go straight- from the physics of bound

orbitals to the concept of an equation of state, as had already been used in

the Fermi--Thomas atom model, 9, 1Q, 11

A. Fermions

To justify the concept: of an equation of state it was only necessary',

Dirac showed, that the effective potential should change by a small fraction

of its value over o gle wavelength. 12 This condition is normally reasonably

well satisfied in atoms containing a lame number of electrons. In Section

III we exte-nd the original Dirac arguments to the context of general relativity

and particles moving with relativistic velocity, taking into account all_ the

effects of the s pinoria.l variables-.

We explicitly point out how difficulties arise in ouX' problem before one

violates the condition1 laid down by Dirac: slowly varying potential over one

wavelength.  A spin-orbit gravitational interaction start to be quantitatively
x

important as soon as the effective gravitational potential vary perce ztagewise
ti	

'\

by a significant amount over a typical u:i.stance	L (m.	4/3 '10 s cm,

(we indicate by r., = (^i G c 3 ) 1 2' the Planck length, by m	(h c G --1 ) 1 2 the

Planck mass, by m the neutro).-): mass). This coupling is generally neglected in

the fluid approximation. Its physical significance and order of magnitude are

analyzed in ,Section III. It seems at first sight preposterous that in a, system
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of 10 or 100 km radius the effective gravitational potential can vary

significantly over 10 8 cm. HoWever, in a configuration of sufficiently

high central density ih.e rate of fall of the density is also very high (Fig. 1).	.

Specifically, for each hundred fold increase in the central .density the half--
Q

r.ad-±us of this "central core" (Schwarzschild coordinate where the density

falls to half value) decreases by one power of ten. 1 3 These enormous changes

in the core have practically no effect on the rest of the star; the core in t1lis

sense is almost "isolated" from the rest of the star. The outer radius and

the total mass of the star are influenced less and less as the central density

14
goes to higher and higher values (Fig. 2).

Nothing in principle prevents the central. density from being so high as

10 42'g cn:i 
3 

with a radius of the central core of the order of magnitude of

10 8 
cm. Under this condition the concept of an equation of state no longer

snakes sense. Naturally it is a fantastic idealization to thins: of particles moving

about "freely" at a density of 104:2g cm annd responding only to the curvature

of space. Even so the shin-- orbit gravitational coupling has negligible effect

on the radius and total mass of the system. In Section III we show the basic

reason for this result: when many fer.7mions are present, the. Pauli exclusion

principle forces the typical ferrnion into a state with very high qu.anturn numbers.

Then the JWKJ3 approximation is applicable every\xlhere except in the core which

is exceedingly si-nall.; outside the core the self consistent. field method that we have

used give exactly the same results cif the traditional; fluid analysis and therefore

the concept of an equation of state is perfectly well justified.
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B. Bosons

The direct opposite is the case of an idealized system composed of

many bosons interacting only by way of gravitational. forces. Some aspects•

of this problem have been previously treated, 16 a 1 7 , 18, 19 When the system

is in its ground state each individual boson is also in the ground state (one

and the same state for all bosons). - Theis distribution of stress, except near

the center s is anisotropic. Therefore the concept of an equation of state is

completely inappropriate. Fig. 3 shows the stress ellipsoid at selected

distances from the center. At nonrelativistic energies (feu particles, weak

gravitational binding) a Newtonian treatment is possible, In this regime a

simple scaling law br ing s out a similarity between n:onrelativistic systems

with different numbers of bosons, N	We find

3 4 10.- 6 -3	 -108 4	-3(central density)	ti 0. 9G N m n 111 = 7. 08 x 10	r N g cm

distance from center -	-
at which the potential -^ 6. ?4 fi 2G' 1 N lm 3 - 7. 55 x 1027 1

N  cm
falls to half value

E;ner g to remove all^y	
0.246 G m:_N3h 2 M -u 86 x 

10-g N3
t	 ergsparticles to o^	,.,	 c
separation 

f

having chosen for m. the meson mass (2. 489 
x 

10258). Evidently there exists

a critical value of the order N	 at which the binding energy per

particle becomes con-,,parable to the rest energy.`or a number of particles

of this order of rnagnitude the Nevztonian -non-I: elat vistic treatment fails.

i
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We have developed a full relativistic self-consistent treat:nzent for

the case N comparable to or greater than the N
cr. it

for bosons. A de-

tailed analysis of the system of equations obtained is given in Section II.

The solution of the equations was carried out by computer; the particulars

of the integration method are given in .!appendix A. It is of great interest

to know at what point the change from. stability to instability takes place in

the family of equilibrium. configurations that we have found. One of us (R. R. )

hopes to return to this question. Without waiting for this yet to be done analy-

sis, one can immediately, draw on` nevi conclusion. There exists no equi-

2.
libriunz confi.gura.t-i.oxz for a system of more than N	(Planck mass/m)

Cr it

ideal. self- gravitating bosons in their ground state.

There ar e both great differences ai-id-at the same time	similari-

ties between a system of ideal self-gravitating bosons and a system of ideal

self- gravitating .f:ermion.s. Each is characterized by its own critical mass.

On the other hand, there is an enori-sous contrast between bosons and fermions

with respect to the value of the critical. number (N	̂̂ ((Planck mass /ni)
3
 forcr it

r.;

fermions, N	(Planck mass/in) 2 for bosons) and to the dimensions of thecr it

system required to reach relativistic conditions. This difference is due

principally to the fact that all the N bosons are in the ground state, wherea s
g

the N ferinions, according to the Pauli principle, are distributed in the N

lowest- energy states of the phase space.

Section II also notes that it is absolutely rn.ean.i.ngless to consider in

the pres ent context the "problem" of one elementary particle held together

only by its gravitational field.
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11. BOSONS

J. Newtonian 7' r ea tm cnt

Xr,.'Nev/tonian theory the gravitational potential V satisfies the Poisson

equation

AV	-4-iTGp

where p is the rna.tter density and G Newton's gravitational constant. The

9cbrUdin.ger egLiatioi for a particle of mass rn , in the presence of a gravita-

tional potential. V is

We are i.ntevestcd in a system of	 bosons, all in the same

quan:tum.' statc. We therefore assun-ic that the gx 'avi.tatio3ial potential V

satisfies cc1^. ^ ation. (1) with p	N4' Yrn, where N is the numberof bosons'land

Y' is thew, function of the quantum state under consideration. The wave

function is i wrrnalized to one•

-3	
1.

a
Y T d

f
X_ 	

(3}.

We x111,11.1 consider only thethe ground state of the system , (n= 1., Y= 0) ''",hi.clx

NT may ascot«-nc to be spherically symmetric. -C.onsecluei-).tly the resulting systc m

O-L equations in C'ii -nensionless Units is

A-•1 2 P,2 h	A	A t
r	d d.r (r	.{_ (E + fir	0	 (4.1)

Yt. A ? A

 r d. r = 1	 (4.3)

	

r}	 ?	3	11 A

	

(, 1	r-? it M G N V r
Y	r	

?)
2)

31G
	P. ^,)	(?Tr) z	ITT(2m G	fi	 1P
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i

(5= 3)	 V (one particle potential) = Z h G2 N
2 

rn4 V

A
(5.4)	 E (one particle energy) = 2 G2 NZ m 5 h `2 

E

We have carried out a numerical integration of the system (4) by the

A
Runge-Kutta rnethod. We have found the eigenvalue E by looking at the

behaviour of the wave function at infinity. As usual we have determined

the ground state by requiring that the eigenfunction have no nodes. The

results are given in Table I, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Knowing the solution of

the universal system of Eq. (4) and thanks to relations (5) it is possible to

obtain a solution relative to an arbitrary number of bosons simply by making

appropriate scale changes. If we distinguish quantities referring to solutions

with N  a:nd N 2 particles by suffixes 1` anal 2 respectively, we obtain the

following relations

E	F1 (N2IN 1 )	 r - 1 (N1 N2)
2	 2

(1, N 
)3,2	

V 2	V ( N^' ^N ^2 1	?.	l

These arguments could suggest: that for any num— ber of bosons in the
F

ground state there exists always a position of equilibrium! But we must

analyze. if the theory we have used always makes sense.

It is possible to divide the. plot ofFig. 5 into three regions: to an

increase in the particle nuniber corresponds

- in region  I an increase in the total ene rgy of the systemtern

in region II a decr ease in the total energy of the sys tem which never:-

theles s r emaiixs ' positive.

in region III' a d:ecrea.se in the total energy of the system which is now

negative.

e



It is very important to observe that at the end of region I the gravi-

tational energy of o^.,.e particle is of the order of magnitude of the rest mass

energy of the particle. Therefore it is clear that corrections coming from

special, relativity nau.st be taken into a'ccount:. Moreover, no doubt exists
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2. General Relativistic Treatment

The effect of introducing general relativity is comparatively simple

as long as the particles are treated in a statistical. way (no allowance for

the details of particle -particle coupling). Then the gravitational problen7
i

is no snore difficult than the Hartree-Fock atom. In both cases the inter.-

I

action is universal, in the sense that one law covers all ranges of distances

(in contrast, i. e. to nuclear forces). The case of ideal particles coupled
i

gravitationally differs from the case of electric coupling in this respect, that

no "interaction" ever puts in a direct appearance. Instead, thanks to the
_j

geometrical. interpretation of gravitation, it is possible to treat the inter-

action simply considering the field. equation foa` f r ee particles in a. curved:

space where the metric is determined by the system of particles itself. This

treatment has the advantage of being valid even in the region of an arbitrarily

strong gravitational field.

h^
21

We sha ll coxi..xdc1 scalar ^
II

l_osons described by the curved. space	 i

Kl.e in... Gordon. equation
µ

^C + 2 M p
a

V v 
a 

4 _
	2 .,. (7)

where µ	mc/t2 and `Va and. Q a are respect:i.vely the operators of co.-

variant and contravariant differentiation, This equation can be derived from

the La gran,giaxa 22.

^,	n2 (?n^: } -1 { g U a	a	µ2r'}	 (g)
wv

In the usual way ye can derive the following conserved quantities: the symmetric`

energy-nzoznexaauni tensor

a till

	

__	a	Y Ir	a1T 	2 (I g l	C	a	w--	a	cg)

and -h cur ren vector:- -axa	-	 ----
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J E'- i ^ C (a< /o{a ^^y)) 	W (az /a(a

wher e , g det g
a

me only wish to consider sparer i:cally syiYmaet:ric distributions of

equi.li.brium. Therefore we may express the metric. in Schwarzsrhild co-

0	j	2	3
ordinates (x = ct, x = r, x	o, x_. = ^p )

dsz	B(r)c: 2 dt 2 	A(r )dr

2	
r 2 (sin2 Ddcp 2 -F dot)	 (11)

In this systein the equation '(7) becomes_

tlf)-	C^k
(If)?^^ B-j

a 
2,

-r- w 2 = ok	 0

It is possible to snake a separation of variables in equation (12) by

S ettin.g I

 t
{ T , 0, 9? s t) - R ( r, ) Y	t a , (p ) e	 (13)

where 'Y	(0, 40) is a spherical. harmonic. The function R rn.u.st satisfy ,

tjie equation

R,e + (2 ,r + B. ^^ B _, A'/A )R ' A- A [[-F B ^ ^^ 2 c_ ^_^2P ^(^ 1)A. lr 2 ]^Z -^ 0
is	 r..^.	n	 Y, n

(1`l)

23where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to r.
J	 _

The most general bound solution of the equation (7) can be expressed

in the lollovx frig way

nf
( r , 0 , ^q t)	cn^mRn.EYm e	+

	

nfm
15

	+ 	b	R	Y^ e
-,	nQ.._

of rn rif rn	 ^.

Since we are consider in c, a neu.tr a l field 5 is -rea]. and the , efore -T) = ^1)

and

( 12'1	II
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,

-	 t'	cn1m.	n1m	 (lC^)	1

a....._.	̂...__.. __.^ 3n. the formalism.of second quantization	is an operator and can

be separated  into two components -P

I inn n1 m 
ni m

i	 i(EI1^ /^ )t	 l^_ fi	N	R Y (0,f) e
n in

Y mn n1 m

so tha t

' Qinn 
and 

µ2rnn 
are respectively the creation and annihilation operators

for a particle v^ tl^. angular momentumnI, azimuthal mom' ent-uzn 5rn. and

Energy 
En Q

These operators satisfy the commutation rules	 -^

A	 +

^ f ^i r a.n Pin n- ^	
S

 if, Smm' s nn'	
(X ^ 1)

z	 EF Qrnn, µPnn'n 	IInn. ^ I'M'n''

From the operator (D it is possible to construct the energy-

momentum tensor operator T	and the current vector operator ,Tµ.
µv

We consider a state	> for which all th y: N particles are in the ground

state

	

Q >	(lv, ' Q, .o ). o, •

We cwnpufe the mean values of the components of the operators T V and

J 1 for this state.

i W e obtain	
_
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< 
QIT UIQ 

> - - 1Zm^lN	
[(B_

lE 2 
/(^n2 c 2 ) + µ 2 )R2	+ A -1R' ?2 (Z0:1 )

0 01	 .01	Ol .

f	 < Q  T 
1 1 Q  > = 10 -1

N	[ (
B-1E22 

/rnZ c 2 ) - µ2 )R2	+ A 
1R' 2]

(20.2)
1 1OlOl

2	̂>
(	 <QIT2	I Q	.-

<	3	) X
. 2	

-	-1	2	,,2	2	
_'
	2	.2	r '

QIT 3	I Q	2
1

t} 1.71	[(B	EOl
	c	)	µ	)RO1

-

i

- R 
1A-1l

(2,0.3)

< QI T I Q > =_ 0 (20A)

t

where	
JOI 

and ROZ are respectively- the ei.genvalue and the radial pa rt

of the eigenfunc:tion of the ground state (n. = 1, 1 = 0).	The mean value of

0
i	.the component	J	of

-

the current vector is

< 0QL f	I Q >	 1  	2	-1- FQliV m^ 	C -2 
ROl

(21)

'	From the expressions (20. 1),	(20.2) and from the Einstein equations in.

Schwarz.sch,ild coordinates we obtain.

V(A. r) + 1/i (l. - l/A) = e [(B	E 41 ^(1 c	)	µ	)ROl	
A	R'Ol ] (22.1)

2
B /(ABr )- 1/r

_.l	2	2	2	2	2	_1	̂2
(1 - 1/A) - c [ ( B	E'01 ^M, c	) - P.	)	

x'01 + A
	

R 01 ]
(22.2)

`

where

E = 41rG c !4 }7 2711 1 N{

a.nd these together with the equation (14) form a closed self-consistent
r

system (diagram in introduction).	The othaex- equations

G 2- k T 2
	_

s .nd

G3 =' kT3'



are consequences of Eq. (22) because of the Bianchi identities	 "-
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co

R
2 B -a 

A
2 r 2 d i'•	1.	 (26.4)

0
0l

where novr the prin-ie denotes differentiation with respect to r.	anti

r	r^L	 (2 7. 1)

A 2

x'--01	E O lin c

	

_	 L7. 2

3R _ R ( E 0 1 w9:n	) 2	 (27.3)

A  3	A --1	
L

2 2 N/} J
e = e wv (41T E 01 )	=	p	01	 ('27. -4)

where L is the Planck length L	(t,G^c^} a.	 v

We have carried out a numerical. integration of the system (26) for

different' va.lucs of the radial function R 0 at the origin. W'c have plotted

sonac results in Tig. 6, Fig. 7, _and 1^ i:g. 8. Particulars of the integration

method are described in Appendix A.

The introduction of special relativity (Klein-Gordon equation) and -^

general. relativity eliminates completely some difficulties present in the

nonrelativistic Newtonian approximatx.ori., i.. e. , the reo-ions 11 and III of Fig. _6

have disappeared. Ax). increase (decrease) in the number of. particles al ways

corresponds to an increase (decrease), in the mass at infilli.ty. . (See Fig. 8.)

On the other hand the relativistic treatment: introduces the concept:

y

of critical. mass. The mass at infinity and the number of particles expressed

as functions of the `central density (see Fig. 8) reach a 1.-naximurn of	ti
Grit

(0. 311 h 1.0- 9/n: )g, N	N (3. 01 x 10^ 101m2) correspondi..n.g to -a central density
cr1t

P	(r. 26 x 1.0 0 x In )g/crn 3 where, n1' is the boson's rep ass i:.i. -grams. Both,
Crjt

quantities, reach them- local: values at the, same value of the central_ density

.(or the same value of any othe3- appropriate pai-arnoter). -After this maximun-1

{
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they decrease mon'otoni.cally for an arbitrary increase of the central density. 24

We give in Table II some numerical values.

Imagine bosons of one or another crass, and out of each kind of boson a

system: put together c !-)n-iposed of very many identical particles. For each kind

of boson there will be a different: critical mass. When the mass m of the

particle goes to zero the critical number of particles N	goes to infinity.Grit

So does the critical mass M c rit, For the case of distributions endowed with

the critical xr)a.ss, the Schwa.rzschi.ld radial coordinate, r	at which gll

reaches the maximum, also goes to infinity as m goes to zero. Simultaneously

the central density p goes to zero.

One can treat a system of many bosons at constant temperature T: as a.

fluid with an equation of state p	p(^) -derived from quantu:xa-A statistics in

flat space. Can one extend this treatment: to T= 0 (ground state)? No ! We run

into difficulties because the pressure is proportional. to T 5/2 and: therefore

vanishes in the limit T - 0	Proceeding to this limit we would never obtain

any of the configurations of equilibrium that we have found. It. is clear that the

approximation of treating the system as a perfect fluid is completely inadequate

at T r 0 in a. system of this kind. It is essential to allow, as we have, for the

fact that all the particles fall. into the lowest quanturn state, a. state which more-

over carries its own characteristic distribution of pressure, stress and density.

Moreover the pressure is a.nisotropic a.nd, very different from zero!



The anisotropy is due to the factor A
_1R' el

which appears, with different signb

in the component Ti and in . the components T2 and T3 of the tensor momentum

energy. In the distribution that we have considered, all the particles are in the

same ground state n= 1, Y,= 0 and they are limited to a region of the order of the

de Broglie wavelength h p	For a number of particles N ti (Planck mass/m.)2

we have p .v m c. Referred to h/m c the inhomogeneity of the effective gravitational

potential (G -p c^ 2 ) is of the order G p h 2 M c - — 1, Under such conditions the

gravitational disturbance in the tensor momentum energy of the system of par. ticles

and the rZxzisot -opy due to the tide producing force is indeed expected to be very large.

However, if the N bosons 'are equally distributed in excited states the radial

distribution R(r) of the system can have a derivative with respect to r absolutely

negligible. In this case the quantum gravitatioInal bound state for the syst6fih still

exists but the anisotropy in the tensor momentum energy disappears.

3. Possible Generalization. of the Method

In the preceding paz°agraph. we have studied the problem of a system

of bosons in the ground state. If would*be, interesting to study the corr e*s

pond:ing problem for a distribution function

.. N	0j	 (29)

in other words, all the bosons in the saa:-^^e excited state, and examine the

depeizcle nice of the critical mass ' upon the quantum number s n, f, rn of that

state.

Iffe would have to compute the mean value of the energy momentum

tensor corresponding to this distribution. The radial function would satisfy

t

•	 i
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the Eq. (14) and in the mean value of the energy momentum tensor some

_	quantities- depending. on n, I and m would be present, e. g.

< T 1 > - A -1R,.2 + 
lB

-lE2 •- µ
2 )R Z

 _ 1(.F1) R
2	(30)

1	 xif	 ni	 of	2

The computation of the mean value is completely analogous to the calcu-

lation (20) ' for the ground state. The number of zeros int1ile radial rtfunc-

tion is equal to the difference n 1 - 1. This number was zero for the

sell gtbx i tating system in its ground state. For the general excited state
5

k	 this difference will be large, and the radial function will have many nodes.

However, there is another case where again the cumber of nodes is zero,

namely large n, but I also large and equal to n 1. A. simple analysis
S

shows that we are dealing here with waves running round in a thin "active

region" or "spherical zone of activity. " It is interesting; to see that if we

write the equations in the limit: N. —+ 0 we obtain after some simple approxi-

mations Wheeler's equation for geons-•-not however electromagnetic ;eons

t (built on a field of spin 1 nor gravitational eons ( spin 2 field but Pons.

	

^	
g	(^p	

)	
g-

built on, a scalar field of spin 0.

A further generalization to distributions of the forrrj,

< NL o 0' N2 0 0' 
r1

?.l 0'	
, Q I	 (31)

•	 t

and a corresponding examination of the criticalmass ;would be possible

In this case we would have a number of radial equations equal to

_ .	the nu-r^ r of different values of	and iii the energy momentum tensor. a

SUM of contributions bel onging to all the different values of n, 1,m for
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which NnYm 0, e•. •g• ,	 -

1 M.	IPmntmn

where the c Lnzn are sorne suitable normalization factors. The computation

of the mean values would be done using the commutation rules (19).

Down to how small a number of particles does it make sense to use

the statistical treatment which we have given for a. system of N ideal self-

gravitating bosoms in their ground state? For bosons of any farniliar mass

value the statistical 'treatment,in the small N limit is Newtonian. It give

for the binding energy of the N boson system

E_	0.•1626 N3G2m5fi - 2
	(J')

bind

and for the 2-boson system

E	-+ 1. 3008 G 2 m 5f^ 2
	

(34)r	 bind

On the other hand the exact treatment: of the i(Iea1 two boson system follows

from the standard theory of the hydrogen atom when we insert (a) for the

j	 mas s the reduced mass m/2 of the two boson system and (b) for the coef-
i

t
ficient e 2 of 1/r 2 in the expression for the force the Newtonian value G m

thus,

E	= 0. 25 G 2m h 2
	 (3c,)	t

bind

Compar ing {34) and (35) we see that the statistical treatment gives a value

— 5. 2 time
for the binding /	greater than the correct value. The discrepancy will

be of the same order whenever we go to the full relativistic treatniient'and

we consider the case of a small number.: of particles of appropriately.la.rger

5mass	10 gr). The reason for the error is clear:
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the quantity < 0> does not representent a real density of particles but only

	

.r w^ __	_a.density of probability. _Therefore the -metric is comput•ed_,in_ c_orre_s-_ '

pondefice not to the time changing momentary distribution of matter but

	

•	 b

to a probability distribution. Thus it would appear that the treatment

----developed her.-e, -valid for a system of_a..large number,.of. particles is *a . _ -

poor approximation for a single_, particle as well as for a system of only

}	 two or three particles (large fluctuation away from any average density,

i correction for center of mass etc.). -.In effect a system of equations
is	

q	 _	

y	C	̂ ..	c	

r	
y_

e quivalent to the s ystem ?,6 and substantial) e quivalent to the equations

published in refer ences 16 and 17 has been recently analyzed in connection

'	 with the probl.ern of one particle or a fees particles by F'einblum and

,
McKinley, , 

26 
and by Kaup 27 . Moreover in our opinion there is not .the

slightest reason to believe that the considerations on a. relativistic many-

boson system given in this paper' have any relevance whatever to the quite
0

different problem of the internal structure of a .single , boson, 28,2

• {

•

•

I
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III. FERMION5

To bring out the effects that we are looking for with max.imurn clarity

we restrictict attention here and in the following to an idealized system of

ferrnions: particles which interact with each other exclusively by gravitational

forces (no electric forces, no nuclear forces) and which are treated as stable

(no beta decay, no other elementary particle tra.risformations). A collection

•	 I

of neutrons (an the first few minutes before beta decay can occur! ) is the

closest a ^roxi.mation we have tod ay to such a system. However, it should bep l ^5

emphas ized that well known, effects come, into play for-neutrons at sufficiently-

high densities, which make a neutron star depart from the ideal system under

consideration here in respects which are important and which are still not suf

fici:ently well understood to be neglected in a detailed analysis. 30	-

As we have pointed out in the introduction, for a system of many self

gra.vitat:ing fermions a "spike" in the density at the origin' (Fig. 1) forces the

effective potential to change substantially over dimensions of the order

r L (M' /m) 4/3 Then the concept of equation of state breaks dowaa:.

k
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t

We make the analysis first in the framework of Newtonian mechanics:

the potential seems to be perfectly regular for the self gravitating system of

fermions (Fig. 9). In this figure the gravitational potential (X/x) expressed

in appropriate dimensionless units, is plotted as a function of the distance from

the center, also in appropriate dimensionless units. Both quantities are taken

from the tables of Fa..-nden 31 for a polytrope of index n = 3/2; that is a function

which satisfies the equation

d2 x/dx2 - X32/fx	 (37)

The function y, satisfies the normalization condition

xmax

Y	x	X
1/2 3/2 dx == 1	 (38)

0

The connection between this polytr.ope and the sytsten7 of N fermions is well

known. The us ual radial coordinate r - in the Newtonian system is connected

with the dimensionless coordinate _ x by the equation

,r	N 
1/3 

b x	 (39)

where the unit of length, b, has the value

b = 
1/2 

(;3/+4)2/3 h m^3 G_1

The value of the g ravitationa.l. potential. (relative to the gravitational poten-

tial on the surface of the system as standard of reference) is

G N m >/ r	(40)

where G is the Newtonian gravitational constant.

1
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The kinetic energy of a ferindon at the point r is connected with the Ferrni

rnorfientun-i and the potential	by the eq,:at:ion

(K. E.	a	p7 (2M)  = m G^	 (41)
in ax	1

The mass density of particles is

P 
( r ) _ 3 m h 3 p3

F
	(42)3 

This is the source term in the Newtonian equation for the gravitational potential

G	= - 41r G p	 (43)

From Eqs (39) and (40) it follows immediately that the density distribution

for an arbitrary particle number can be obtained directly front- the graph of x/x

as function of x in Fig. 9•

The smoothness of the dimensionless potential plotted inFig, 9 shows

that there is no "spike" in the potential for a system containing a reasonable

mumber of particles Ilowevel with increasing N the whole scale shrinks.

Automatically what was a potential without _a "spike'' becozzles a potential which:

is everywhere a ''spike"c Then th.o, statistical. treatment fails.

Long before one arrives at this critical va.l.ue of N ;' however, the bulk

of the ferrnions have been promoted to rel-t.tivistic energies (last entry in Table III

The nolzr_elativistic treatment fails. The Newtonian, nonrela.tivistic regime ends,

when the F ermi kinetic energy, largest at the center of the system, attains a

value of the order of rn c 2 thias

6

(K. E.	m	rz-i c 2	 (44)Ferrm

i
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G N4eJ
. xel m

2 2 1 ( x/Y.) 0 11-1 m c 2 .	 (45)

Front this equation we find

1	 Nr.eI n-i /m^(^ 10 5̀ 7 for m =m	1.6x10 24g) (46)

Her e i-n T (^ic/G)
1^2

 = 2, 2 x 1.0 5 g is the Planck mas s and (X x) is thel 0

dimensionless measure of the gravitational potential. at the cbnter.

For values of N > Nrel the Newtonian tr eatment has to be modified

in two ways: (a.) the non.relativistic relation E	p2 ('2m)-lbetween the
F	̂'

Fermi energy and the Fermi imon-ient.um must be replaced by the relativistic

ones and (b) the Newtonian theory of gr avity must be corrected to general

relativity , because t:lze dimensions of the system. are becoming comparable

to the Schwarzschi.ld radius.

Historically Landau 32 {1832) and Chandrasekhar 33 (1931) considered

the Effect of special relativity before Oppenhei.rner and Volkoff 34 added the

effects of general relativity. In the meantime the properties of an idealized

System of fernZi.ons have been studied in considerably more detail„ 35` As the

central, density goes higher and higher a localized ' c spi.l:e1 Q indeed develops in.

the gravitational potential. 36 Ultiln, atel.y it becomes so sharp that in the reg J.or.L

of the spike the concept of the equation of state therefore breaks clown.

In the following section we`trac'e out in detail the properties of the'`

region of the spike, the connections between the theory of many self. gravita-

ting particles and the concept of the equation of state, and fin,a.l.ly the modif -

icati.on which comes about: in the region. of the "spike. rc

We found that the modifications in thet:he region of the ''spike°° arc qual_i-



tatively extremely important; however, we believe that they cause no more

trouble in the theory of the neutron star than. the corresponding troubles

caused for the theory of the atom and for the same reason: the volume. of

the effective region. is negligible compared to the volume of the entire system.

On the other hand we show explicitly that outside the region of the "spike"

the application of the equation of state is perfectly legitimate and coincides

with the treatment of many fermions with a self consistent field method.

1. Formalism .of the Relativistic Treatlrient

We apply the formalism of Section. II to the case of f.erm.ions. We

assume a familiarity with the spinor formalism in a differentiable manifold.

Nevertheless it is us eful to recall a few definitions 37

It simplifies the probleila' to ad^Pt a systern of isotropic coordinates.

Assumin g, a spherical symi-netr.:ic and static d:istribution the i-netr :c it this system

of coordinate is 	s B(Y!) _c2 d t 2 ^ A(r) ( (cJ x l )Jz +(dx ) 2 -i (dx )?)	 (47)

where

2	2	2	2'
•	x +y +

X. -x

' 
x^ Yy:	 .08)

3
X =Z

J

The Dirac matrices ii'mst satisfy the relation

Y Cell^ Y'Ya 2 g
	

I	 (``
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-	where	IF is the unit matrix.

In the Majorana representation and with the metric (47) we obtain'

for the y the following. expressions

=

0 1	0 . O 1 /2

Ay1 (50.j)
0 0	-1 fl

0 0. -.1 0

y

_•1 0	0 0

. 	0 -1	0 0

0 0	0 -•l

0 0	1 0 1/2
Y 33 (50	3)

0 1	0 0

1
0	

0
0

0 0	0 -1

Q 0	-1 0 1/2
Yo l 50. 4

0 1	0
0

1 0	0 0

We will also use the Pauli representation; we have the relation

y	M
Pauli

1 Q
Majorana

{ 51	1)	.

where is the unitary matrix
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..i	i	-•],	1.	 -

Q ... 1.^	 (5 T 2}

The Dirac equation is	
r

BVcx

A
with .	we indicate a contravariant: spinor of 4 components. The covar-

iant derivative	is
a

a	a	a B

a qj A 

_• ^ a 

A 0'13

	
(54.)

B

where

- A,	 S A	C

^a B	1/4 a (3 Y & C y T3	
`7 5)

F rorn. (53) , (54) and (55) we obtain

YA 	YA rb ^A +^A C _ ^,- D .^ YA	p	(5,6}
Va PB C PB Pa &B ac Y PB a B PD

We define the covariant: and. azt:isymmetri:c. two-Yspi,nor fundamental. form

«AB - WB
(57)'

with components

cu 
_ M	1/4w
	cil	w	.. Q	5 8

1.4 -	(-g)	
w 

42	1.3	24	34	
( )

(Yg) 1.14

23

for which we have

Va cilAB 0

This funda:riien.t:al form as used to raise -and lower the spindrial.
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indices

AB
W ^ B

A (59)

2. The Dirac Equation in a given Isotropic Metric

If we write Eq. (52) rising the met-ric-j47) we obtain the following

equation

YaA a (A7/8 B 3l g ^B	µ ^^A A
7/8 B 3J8	 (60j

B a

which. in the Pauli representation is

1	 4	 3	
4

A	(B	E ti c -f- Vii,) P +	1P - i62P - - a3P )	0

A 2 (13
.•12 

E t, a. c" + w) P2 -i-, 0 P 3 + is P
3 

- a ^^'
4
) = 0

l	2	3	 (61j
1/ z	1/ 2

A	(^ B	E -1c-1. + µ)P 3-h (^ P2 - i^ h2 I- 
3F,1)	01	2

A.l^ L (^ B^ 1^ 2 E h ^
- 1 + µ)P 4q_ 0 Pl i6

2 
Pl ` o P2)

Here we, have put

A 1. 2 3 0	
P 

A i iEli_1c-1Xp 
A -7 13 

B-
3/8	

6Z

Let us introduce a polar system of coordinates as in flat space it is possible

to 'separate the radial part of the function P A from the angular part. We

obtain the following complete set of solutions

Pl	
((k-14m)/(2k--1))1/2 F	yMA.Ikmn	 kn k-1

N

P2	= ((lc-nl)(Zk 1.}) 1/2 F	
y 
	k > 0

Ikm n	 kn k _ 1
{U3,1)

P
3 -i((k zzz) j 21.c;- l))

ll2
 G	

'ym	E > 0
Jklmn	 kn k -1

P4	
= i((k+ m)/(?k•F l.)) 1/2 G	y 

.Ikrnn	 kn lc
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P1	- ((-k-m+ 1)/(-2k+ 
1))1^L F

im	-k

•2
;P	= ((- k+m.}^(-21c+1))1^2.F	

Ym
II-^-kmn kn	-k

(63.2)

P 3	- - i(( -k+m.-1) f (-Zk+ 1))1/2 G	Ym-1 k < 0
.;	II -lcmn -kn	-k- 1

tY	 p4	_ i((-k+ m) f (- 2k+ 1))12 G	Yr 1---1II-kmn . ^nk

pal

Il lkmn
((k-1.+ m)/(?-1))1 2 G	

Ym -1,
kn	k-

P2
..Illkm.n

((k-m) f (2k-1))1 2 G	
Y 

kn	k-1
k	0	(63. 3) '

P 3 .	=
rnMl

-i((k-+ l)	(2k-l))1^2 F	Ymf	 lc . ,E<
  0

I1ll^mn.: kn

:P4	.	=•
.:Illkm n

i((k+rn)/(2k-l))1^2 F	Ym ^l .kn	k

IV -kmri
((...1c-m-1-1}/(-•Z,k-1- 1)) 12 G	•Yrn-1'kn	lc.

1))1/2 G	Y 
kn	--k- (63.4)

:•P3 k+-m-1)/(•-2k+1)) `lz F	Y	-1
kn	..k-.lJV-kmn

h4
~`

F_	Xrn1)) 12
-	 ^ IV -- lcn-in kn	-k- l -

where F	and G are the radia l functions.	The ang ular part is described by

the spherical. harmonic functions	Xr̂  (0, (p)	maad k are the integer quantum

numbers corresponding respectively to the observable

J +z I,/?, and	K	Q • L	 --

where	U• is - the spin momentum and L the orbital angular momentum.

The functions G and F must satisfy the following system of equations	:.
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d F; jdr + F	(l-k)/r . = (E hc--1 
B -1/2+ µ).A1/2 Ctkn	kn	 kn	 kn

(64)

-	d G ldr -i- G	(1+k)lx	(-E tt -1c
-1 

$ -ll?+ µ)1^. 1^ 2 F
knknknkn

-where Ekn Fkn' and Gkn are the eigenva.lues and the eigenfunctions

corresponding to a given k. It is possible to demonstrate that the spectrum

38

of eigenvalues is discrete.

3. Einstein Equations

So far the treatment applies as well to changed particles as to neutral

ones. However, we are interested only in neutral particles (ideal system of

self-gravitating neutrons). Therefore we ask that the field. function

verifies the following condition

ckp
	 A65)

Here c is the charge conjugation operator. ` To make this condition take its

simplest form, we now go to the Majorana representation. There the opera-

tiox). of charge conjugation has the form

where q.,	is th complex conjugate of ^ A . , Thus 'we demand s

A	All,
qJ	 (

It is easy: to see that in the Majora.na representation we have from (51)
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_	1	2	3	4	
(E k^4 `

1c -1)^Q -

I kmn	 kmn+ PI ^- PI -^- F'T ')kmn .e	
n	

A` 7
1

	

	 l8 
3/1f 2 

i(E h -1c
-1)X0	

I2	__	1	2	3	4	nk	7/8  - 3/8
I kmn , 1^2(PI + i PI - i PI + PI ) k^nn e	 Ar	13	 -

.	 ^'(Fnkh -1 C -1)^'O3 -1/2(- i l	 -7/8  - 3 8
   P P2 + P 3 - i P^)	e	 A$I kmn	I I	I	I kmn

1 -1 0

4	 4	2	3_	4	1( kn c )X -7/8 -3/8
^..I kmn - ll?, (1 PI + PI PI i PI) 

kmn 
e	 A`	B

it is possible to obtain	A	AIn the same way	P	 II' III, Y IV' For simplicifiy,in the
t

following, we indicate with t the ei.genf-unctions with k > and with 1 the

eigerif unction with k < 0. It is now possible to write the following expressions;

s

(i) the symmetric energy-momentum tensor

Ta	- `1/4 (^ a ' Y R	̀^" V R Y a	Y^ V a , - Y D	) he	(68)
i a

i	 (ii) the current vector

J	icyCl(69)
(iii) the spin tensor

â_ (,70 )

	

p	y	Y,^Yay -
Y Y^^^ 

with i^ we indicate the covariant spinor that is obtained from the contra-
_

I

•

vax iant spi.nor 41 by means of the lowering operator (59); e. g.

qj	W	.

In the fotrrialisrn of second quantization the wave function	is'an operator-

acting on the state vector < Q1 . The T	J	and' 5	are also.	 a (3	a	 -	 -

operators' and their mean values` are 'computed for a state vector _< Q

i
rememberingthe antisymmetric fermion comnnutation rules. In the minimum

G	 energy state of the system, the lowest N/2 cells of phase space are occupied.
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Consequently we have for the mean values of < Q 1 TO I
Q > the following

expressions

2	2•• 1 -1/z<
I
T

O
	BF
	-. -• Ik

I (G	-^- F )A B.0	k>0, n	
kn	 kn	kn	 .- .

a	
( 71)

< QI T O Z IQ >	F B 1/2E	-=. ^IkI 
(G 2 + F 2 )A.--1B-1/2

	

k<0 , n	kn`	kn	kn

and for the mean value of the spatial trace

0 - 2
< Q 

I 
T' TI Q>=

2	
2 

	

-< Q I T O r I Q> +mc 7, I k i (F	Gkn)A- 
B

k 0 n kn

z	 0	2	2	2	-1 •. 1/?,Q I Ta II >=-  Q I z o o I Q > +rnc	
I k I (

Ficn .. G )A B
k<0, n

For the projection-of T k on a unit-vector tl normal to a radial unit

vector we have

< Q  T	1 t its IQ > F	G 
I k I

A-1B..1/2r..1
i A	 kn kn	 (-r3),	

-1 -•1/2 • 1}	 <QITl i t i t e
 

IQ > F	GknikIA }3
	x'

We define, as in the boson case, the probability density p by means of the

zero component of the vector Jp'

P	 I h i (G2	r,2	- 1,^ - 1./2	J0 
t ( goo) 

1/2

k.1Q`, 
nkn	

k0 xi	
kn	kn 

(74)4	.
E P 	E IkI (G^. + F )Ar B

k<0, n	k<O, n	
n	n	 U0

it 'is possible now to write the Einstein equations for the system, of

N fermions

R 00 - 1/2 R 8-aG c -4 [< TQ t > + < T^^ >^
('75)

R - 3/2 R = '-8-aG c -4 [< Ti t > + < Ti 1 >]'

These equations with Eq. (64) and the normalization condition

CO

f JO t f-g d3x J JUa fvg d3X N/20	 0
i

determine the distribution of the N fermions in the lowest state of energy-

The boundary conditions are the same as in the boson case,
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4. Possible Approximations	.

In. the ground state of the . N-boson system all the 'particles are in

the same quantum state.	How different the N-fermion system	The Pauli

principle forces all the particles into different quantum states.	To solve

exactly the problem. of 1.0 5 7 fermions self gravitating it •would be neces-

57
.: ,s.ary to compute 10.	eigenvalues -and • 10 57 eigenfunctions!	Therefore it is

.necessary to develop som.e approximation method.

From (74) we can write the expressions (71) in the following form:

< T 0
> _	B- 2-E

kn p kn t0
k>o 'n

.

(6)

< T0	> _	B- 2E "kn 1.	 0'	
k<0, n
	kn

In the system of equations (64) .we can eliminate	Gkn obtaining a second

order equation.

F"	{a' /a):F''	+ F`	[(E ? - -	 .A2 c	2B~l-11	A. + a'a -1kr 1 - k(k-^l)r	2'	 ] - 0
kn	kn	kn.	kn

(?7)

where

a _ (E	'fi c l. B - 
z +µ)A a ' (78)

kn
and

-1	1	-1	1 	3/2	'	2	2 -1
a Q,	== ? ^1

,
 A_	- z W EknB	(ElcnB

	+Mc ) (7y )

We fix now attention on high quanturn numbers and we suppose that
1

EknB ; z 
?y	c 	is	greaten: than µ	inside the distribution,	Then we can

' wr=ite	 =

cy a-1	
z(A'A-1-B'Li-1) ($0)

If we put	o = a 
1
F' we have- for'Eq. (77) the new following expression

f
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s

i

-

c ' r -}	[(E2
	B	(:tic)u,	A- k(k-1)r	2+ a' a	̂kr 1+ 2(a."la)-(3/4)(a'	a)	̂	_ pkn

We apply the JWKB method.	We write

iS

m_
We obtain the following exact equation for S:

^.(S')	.+	(E	c 2B - 1-m 2 c--)A - k(k-1)r	Zhz_-}-
s

"	l+	1(a "	a	3	4	a'	a 2
	

ti t +	a'a -1'kr
 

l 3'i '̀-i- h 2	3	4	S	,S' Z r^rtr a1	C

(83)
-	_ r

In the case where all the quantities with2 . in front are li ttle in
_-_

-
comparison with the others with the exec ton of k k 1	Y

2	
high	uairtui-n— -	,	 p	(	- )/	(	g	q

numbers),` E: q. (83) becomes

L!
?	

2:, 2	-	-1.	-1	2	
2	

2	2-1
c	[k(k-• 1) h r	A	+ A	S'	+ m c	= E	B (	4)

kn
1

1	 .

j The quantity A. 2 S'	is the projection in the radial direction. of the momen-

tum	p	of a particle with total energy Ekn, i. e. ' s

t
1

A IS'
	

P Pi

where	p	is a unit radial vector of component

(-gll)1/2X1r-1

3
pi	 (-	221/2	2	- 1g	

x,	
--

33 1/2X3r-1g

I yip	-	- 1

The qua.n:tity' Lk	is the energy of the particle and the quanti.ty`(k(k-1))? ti.A a r1B

is the magnitude of the projection of the momentum in a, plane normal to the
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radial direction. We see tJ^at (84) reduces vaitlz this notation to the familiar

relation between momentum and energy,

W	EB 2 = c(p 2+n2 c2) z .	 (85)

We neglect in this approximation the following quantities

a,-(V 	
kr-lA-12	 (86. 1)

A-1 
^2 

(a"^a) - (3/4)(cx'^^,)2]r2	 (86. 2)

and as usual we neglect,

^(3/4)(S"/sl)2 _ 2 ^S^^r^^C^)'t22	 (86. 3)

The expressions (86. 1) and (86. 2) contain the interaction between a fermion

and the metric. - We consider in detail. the expression (86. 1).

For high quantum numbers the projection of the momentum in the

plane orthogonal to the radius can be written

P 0	kti r 	2	 (87)

We put

T j= p cE -1B 2.	ktzcE-1B2 r` lA a	0< j< 1	 _(88)8

the T are a consequence of the fact that k can. have positive and negative_

values. From (83) we obtain

ip2	c
-2W (1.-in2c w -2 T j cx'ccx-lA.

-2
 ti^T -1 )	

(89)

The j a' cap• A^2 ttw_
1
 represent a gravitational: spin-orbit nterd.ct;ion. The particle
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with parallel spin modifies its binding energy in opposite sign from the

particles with antiparallel spin.

I1	-1 2 4 -2
For a' a cA^ a lzw > j m c w

the P a would be. timelike. In this limit -certainly different phenomena take
i
j

place and other effects must be considered (quantization of gravitational
r

field., interaction fermion graviton, etc. ). We will now give an order: of	 f

magnitude of the interaction between the spin and the angular momentum.

We have from. the relation ( 8 9) that this inte raction is important when

a l a' cA 2 w _ N m2 c4	 (90)

To evaluate this quantity we consider the Oppeaa.heimer-Volkoff analytic

solution for an. infinite central density. 
4Q 

Using this solution we can evi aluate

in Eq. (90) the factor a' a 1 as well as give an approximate value for w.
w

We must only remember that R' 1 = _--p' (p+ p) and the behavior of the

equation of state and of the density p(r) near the origin. 41 We see that

condition (90) is satisfied when the `density is p •^ c 2 G 1 L ? (M/ M. )g/L 10
+42 

g cn-

and the central core has dimensions r , L (n-i m) 4/3 10 
$ 

cm (having chosen

for m the neutron mass, and m and 1, being the Planck mass and the

Planck length),'

5. Case of a Weak Field

It is clear that in Eq. (71' the low quantum numbers give a negligible-

contribution to the mean values < Ti t > and < T^ I > Therefore we can

limit our attention only to high quantum numbers and in this limit the surnma--

tion.s can be :substituted by integrals. From expressions (71), ('74), (76), and

(85) if uT e expres s the differential density of presence in the momentum space

we obtain for the ,the energy density of our configuration the following-expression
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}	0	ir-3 r-2	F	2	2 2	2< T >	7	̂' c{p + nz c	p dp	1	(91)0
0

where p., is the Fermi momenturn that is related to the density of particles

p by the following expression

PI"p ._ : ._3-2 r. .p2 dp Y 1 p

1
3-3tt -2	 (^?)

	

,J	 3 

To compute the mean value of the spatial trace we must evaluate the quantity

`k` ( 2 G ) present in the expressions. (7' }. Following the app roximat ions
kn kn

k.n .

adopted in §4 we can write

and F	f	e i(Srti)	 3
kn - g kn	 kn	kn(9

'Wee obtain for Eq. (64) the following expres sion

g (( c )
-1E-z 

w) a	f^	- iS!;z 
1 

f	kr. 1 f- ^'	 (9)kxl	kn	 kn•	kn	kn

We multiply Eq. (94) for the cornplex conjugate a nd, neglecting the quantity

f lcn
we have

gg r ((tic) 1 E B^ a+ p,)2.A = (k2 r 2+ h 2S' 2)f f 
2	 (95)

kn. kn	kn	 kn kn

Rexriembe.r.ing the expression'(84) we can white (95) -is' followi:ng

Ig*-'	?((t-cc) 1E	B 2+ µ) _' (0C) lElcnB 2.°^) I
'^kri 1	 (96)

On the other side, we know from (74) that the density of presence can be

f expressed in the following way

Pk, n -- ^^' g1^n 12	I f kn 12) 
A°7	

z	
(97)

We can therefore express If I - and Ig I 2 as a function of p	and we
kn.	kn	 kn

obtain
IkI If 

L 2	i A B Z ` p "(EB Z +mc 2 )E
-1 

Bz`	kn	2	kn	 (98)

1 1̂  I I g r 12
	z A B; ' p (EB a m.c2)E 1 B?

	

- kn	 _kn

Rez-nei bering Eqs• (72) we can write
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•	 ^ ^^ t > -- - < ,h0 t > + ^ p	rn2 c 	
-1 a

k	

^ .
i	0	

n ^ 
kn.  --..	E kn 

^

-	 1	 (99)

-<T-! >= <T0 _1 > -^ E 
pkfi m? q4—,EknBZ

kn

We can, as before for the	̀< T0 ,	transform the summation in.inte-

grals and express the differential density dp in - the momentum space ob-

taining for the trace the following expression:

-3 - -2^ F
	

2	
2 2 z _.1 2.4 1 2

	Ti > =^^R..	I '	+ m c ) -E .. m_:c B )p dp	 ^	(100)
p

After the computation of the integrals we obtain

0 1	2 3 -1	2,	2 2	2	2 2 -1 4,.^ T ^: ,-c (8n fi )	pF ( 2p^• . +m c )(p +M c ) a -(mc) sin	(pf; m c )

-	
(1Ql)	

-

Ti >:	.:3 r. (8.n,2h3)-l. p ( 2 p Z. M ., 2 c ? )(p z-{- ^xz 2 c ') 2 + (mc)4s in j- l (p.^ m - c"1)
F 3 F	F	 F,

(102.)

These expressions for the sourare-:of the Einstein equations a re exactly

the saz-ne as those us ed by Oppenheimer and Volkoff. W e have also shown

that the pressure is isotropic. We have in fact• found the relation

ol

-

	

 Tikt t .}	3	x }.

where t^ is a unit vector normal to a radial unit vector. It is possible to verify

that the relation L('10:3): follows from the approximation pr eviously adopted.. and

from (73).
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APPENDIX A

The system (26) appears to be a syst-enz of nonlinear differential

equations of first-'order in the functions A and B and of second order in R.

'All three functions are present- in each of the three equations. The system

is -solved by determining the eigenval.ue E 0 1 which permits th.e boundary

and initial conditions (25) and the integral condition (24) to be satisfied.

•..:

	

	 If we have a solution of (26) that satisfies the boundary and initial

conditions (25) but with the integral(24) having a value 1 1, then this willi

be equivalent to a new solution normalized to 1 with

n
A.- A	R - R/41	ht N . I

B` _ I3  
	

s I	
,

where .,, indicates the new solution. Another very useful property that vw,e

have used during the integration of the sy stern is that goo can be defined

up to an arbitrary constant factor. In other words we can integrate the

system and find the ei:genvalue independently of the boundary condition (25. 4)

r.,
and then divide g00 by an appropriate factor so that 00 	= 1.

We have integrated the system in two completely different- ways.

In analogy with the usual method adopted for similar problems in atomic

and r-zol.eculz), physics we have used an iterative method. of computation.	
,

We have expressed A' and. B I as functions of A B and R, R" as a. function

of R 1 , A t ,` B f , A, B. We start from flat space A._= B - 1 and from a

r given initial. radial distribution R.(r) We compute View 'values for A and B.

We put these new values in the radial equation and integrate obtaining a

V

i

4



new radial function. Starting from-`these values for A, B and R we start a`	..

new cycle (see Fig

For 'any reasonab e cY.oice of the initial fixnction:.	the procedure

converges rapidly, ` Within five cycles we found

i	i •i-1

where :,Gl --and _G, stand for the three functions A, B and R. evaluated

fo'r` the i -th and (i +I) th * cycles. This program was extremely accurate but

five 'cycles at three minutes per cycle i's too long to be practical. For this

reason sre have developed a new program based on the Runge-Kutta method

(for particulars. see 3-eference 1.8 using the preceding progra m only for com-

parison or- .for improving the accuracy of so -me results.

The method of integration is completely different froxn the for zner.

We . fix - s.ome value for A, B and R at the origin and a random value for the

eig,envalue F^ 1 . We_ solve all three equaaior_s simultaneously and we extend
i

the solutions, starting from the origin, by successive intervals Ar_ h.

If the value of E01 is correct the radza.l. function R decreases ex-

p,onent.al.ly x,eaching the value zero at infinity. If it is too small then at a

certain Value of -r the derivative R I changes sign; thereafter R. increases,

and.goes to + oo, : as r goes, to + Y;co. .- Moreover, if	is too large, then
01

at a cer tain value of r the radial function R will change sign; as r in

creases further towards infinity, the function R will go to -oo. The

i o ram starts the integration at the or igin and extents she solution to the
,P ' gg

point where either FV > 0 or R < 0.
r



A subprogram opt:i.rnizes the choice of a. new eigenvalue air;' ^ha

integration starts again from the origin. The cornputati.on is stopped to

- 10
the asymptotic region R C to	911 goo 1.. Some i1.1urninating di.agranzs

are sketched in Fig. 1.1,	 : - - ----

'From the asymptotic form of gl.ls we have computed, in the usual

way, the value of the mass at infinity, and from the inaximum of g 11 , we

r

have det:ernnined the "effective radius" of the distribution,

Il eff ecti.ve r adiuse s .2 f'.(maxg11 
N[gla. 

dx,
p	. 

The conzputati:on carried out with this second program (R.unge-. Kutta) is in

perfect ag reement with the computation of the first: program (iterative

method).

I

a

i

t

S

•	 4
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TABLE . I

TABLE CAPTIONS

The dimensionless quantities co, V and r., relative to the

equilibrium configuration of many self-gravitating bosons in

their ground state (n 1, 1 = 0) are given. These data refer

to a Newtonian approximati.'ori valid for a number of particles

N << (Planck mass /m) 2 where m is the mass of the boson

under consideration. The solution relative to a* fixed number

of bosons N is obtained from the dimensionless quantities ' (p

V and r by approp riate scale factor see •relations 5

TABLE II: In A are given some numerical -results relative to the New-

tonian nonrela.tivistic treatment of a. system of many self-

gravitating bosons in the ground state (n = I $' Q	0). The i^n.as s

of the bosons has been chosen to be m = 2. 689 10 -1`5 g.. The

value of the radial coordinate for which the potential has one-

half of its value at the origin has been defined to be the `radius

of the distribution.. The total mass of the system has. been com-

puted neglecting the binding energy. From these numerical

values, clearly appears the presence' of a scaliAg law in. the

_nonrela.t:vistic treatment. It is also cl ear that the density at

which such a quantum gr. av'ita.t-ionaf bounded state takes place

is strongly dependent from the number of particles under con-

sideration.

In F3numerical 'results for the ext:^: erne relativistic region are

given.. 1. 01(0) is the value of the radial part of the wave func-

tion at the origin. The massat infinity has been computed

from the asymptotic behavior of 
gl_l 

and g0U at infinity and

the value is given in units (351c G -l zli rl ). The eigenva.l"ue £Ol

has been determined by requiring that the r. adial ' functi.on R 01

goes to zero at infinity and is measured in units of rnc 2 where

r	 m is the boson mass. The value of the radial coordinate r
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corresponding to the maximum of g, l has been definecl to
1

be the radius of the distribution (units tim 1c 1 ) . The inini-

rnunn of , g oo is attained at the origin and its value is fixed

in agreement with the requirement g 00 (co) = 1. The nurnber
1

of particles determined by the integral J < i 0 >(-g) 2 dux N

-'
	2	 1

is measured in units L m - where L (tac/G)2

TAP LE III:

	

	Properties of an ideal system of self-gravitating fermions

in the Newtonian regime. The mass of the ideal neutral

Teri- ions considered is m	1. 6 x 10 "'24gr. Here the "radius"

is the distance at which the Fermi kinetic energy falls to half

value; (K. E. /mc2) r-_ 0 is the kinetic energy of the particle

at the center in units mc2 .p is the'central density; M
0

is the total mass (neglecting the negative mass of gravitational

binding) and r

	

	is the gravitational radius of the system
s c

54
0

endowed with this 	Fi: one. the last line (10	particles)

..	
i 1- v n .^ r i n— 4- 1-, ^ <.r r -1•c ^. n	rc n ^- n .^.	n r^.. n n o	o r	ry ^-i ^-^ n ^^ ^.	•w	7. 4-4,41,



r V• cP -	r V

0. 00692 0.15793 0.08329 11.44081 0. 08411 0'• 02122

1.04637 0.15667 0.08214 12.48026 0.07809 0.01714

2.08581 0.15305 0.07883 13.51971 0.07270 0.01374

3. 12526 0. 14741 0.07371 14. 55915 0.06788 0. 01095

4. 16470 0. 14022 0.06724 15.; 59859 0.06359 0.00867

5. 2043.5 0.13203 0.05997 16.'63803 0.05975 0.00683

6.24359 0.12335 0.05240 17.67747 0.05632 0.00536

7. 28304 0. 11460 0.04497 18. 71693 0. 05324 0.00419

8.32248 0.10614 0.03798 19.06340 0.05228 0.00386

9.36193 0.09816 0.03164 20.10285 0.04960 0.00300

10.40137 0.09803 0.02605 21.14230 0.04717 0.00233
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Density is plotted as a function of the radial coordinate for a system

of self-gravitating fermions for selected values of the central density. Near

_	the origin there exists a very simple scaling law (Bondi scaling law). A

solution for a value of the central density K p c , where K is a constant, is

obtained from the solution of central density p
c
 taking the value of p at the

point r and multiplying then by Kz and r by l/K. Enormous changes in ' the

core have practicallyno effect on the rest of the distwibution.

.Fig. 2. The radius R and the total, mass (expressed in km,	MGf c2)

of a neutron star are plotted as a function of the central density in the range

10
1
 g. crn j s p

	

	s 10	 Ascm 3 . As the central density goes to higher' andcent
•	

r

higher values the radius R and the mass Nl are influenced less and les s and

approach asymptotc values R 6. 4 k * and M	0. 617 .xv1o.
co

Fig. 3, The stress ellipsoid for a-degenerate gas of self-gravitating bosons

'if-, plotted-at selected distances from the center. From this figure it is evident

homer the anisotropy increases from the center (the stress is the same in all.

Airect:ions 
T	T2 - T 3 ) to the outside (Tl1 ^T 2.? - TI/T = 1.. 75). The plot1	2	3	 3

refers to a distribution with ' R 01 (0) - 1.0 (see Section II). The radial coordinate

is measured in units ti (M 1 , the stress tensor in units h2(2m) N.

A.

Fig. 4. The dime`xzsionles s quantities cp and V relative to the equili.briurn

configurations of many self-gravitating bosons in their >ground state (n- 1	0)



in the non-relativistic domain are given as a function of the dimensionless	.

coordinate r	The exact numerical values are given in Table I.

Fig. 5. The total energy Etot as evaluated by numerical computation in

the Newtonian approximation is plotted against the number of particles N, We

can understand the qualitative behavior of this diagram by considering the

formula Etot = N mc 2 0. 1626 N 3 G?' m5 h 
2 

The maximum of the total

energy corresponds to a particle number given approximately by (Planck mass/m)2,

We indicate by m the mass . of the elementary boson.

Fig. 6. The radial function R0 1 is plotted as a function of r (dimensionless)

for selected values of '
R0 1

. (0) at the origin,

Fig. 7. The coefficients 911 and g00 of the metric are. plotted as functions

of r (dimensionless) for selected values of the radial function R 01 at the origin.

To an increase of the central density (p c N It2 .1 (0)) corresponds an increase in
_	-	0

the maximum of g 11 and a decrease in the minimum *of g00''

Fig. 8. The mass at infinity multiplied by (m x m r ^ ) and the total number of

particles multiplied by (_m lm)^ (m	Planck mass r-, 10^
5
 g: and m = mass of f

the single boson	2. 689
. 10 25g) as obtained from the general relativist.i.c

treatment are plotted as a functionx of the central density. We have adopted a

particular stale to focalize our attention on the extreme relativistic region_

(N ti (Planck mass/m) 2 ) where the contributions of general and special

relativity are more important. For a direct` comparison are also shown the

corresponding quantity obtained in a Newtonian approximation. Fora number



5? --

2-e	(Planck mass/m). the general relativisticof particles N < (^'g	a e ativistzc treatment approaches

. .-, asymptotically the Newtonian approximation. From this figure it is clear that

in the full relativistic treatment to an increase (decrease) in the particle number

corresponds always an increase (decrease) of the mass at infinity. This result

eliminates one of. the strongest diff ic ulties of the Newtonian approximation, where,

for sufficiently high density, an increase in the Particle number corresponds to

a decrease in the total energy of the system (in the Newtonian approximation this

last quantity, divided by c2	takes place of the pass at infinity of general

relativity). The mass at infinity stays always positive and, at least in the

accuracy of our numerical computations, seems to approach an asymptotic

positive value, when the central density goes to infinity. The total number of

particles in the -general relativistic treatment reaches a. maximum value N_	crit

otherwise non-existent in the Newtonian approximation; in this way the concept

of a critical mass is introduced and the presence of the gravitational collapse,

also in the bosons' ca-se, seems unavoidable. We notice that in the asymptotic

region, increasing the central density, the curve of the mass at infinity crosses

the curve of the total. number of particles, suggesting the existence of gravitationally

unbound states.

Fig. 9.	The Newtonian..r. avitational otential.	sof a system of self -gravitatingg	 PY_ g

fermions in degenerate state is plotted as a _function of the radius in appropriate

dimensionless units (	G N m b ^1(X/x), r = N_ 1/3 b x Gis the Newtonian

2 3gravitational constant, b if 2 (31.14)	h`'m G M1 , m the mass of the fermion). -
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Fig. 10. Schen-ie c: ^:he iterative progf ram.relative to the nulleri.cal solution

of the relativistic cqua t-ions of many sei_-gravitating bosons in their ground state.

The index 7 indicates t1he cycle number, the index K is determined by the number

of iterations necessary to obtain a given accuracy.

.11. Radial functions R0 1 relative to the ground state distribution of N

self - gravitating boson are plotted as a function o f r (dimensionless) for

C ifferent values of E	The eigenvalue is E=	0.8842.
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